DANCE TOWARDS A BETTER WORLD

ENERGY FLOORS
SUSTAINABLE DANCE FLOOR

GET ON IT.
You want to visualize your sustainable activities. Engage people in sustainable energy generation in a fun way. And contribute to the worldwide energy transition by education about renewable energy? Get on it and dance towards a better world on our Sustainable Dance Floor.

Our journey started in 2008, when we opened the first sustainable dance club in the world: Club WATT. This club in our hometown Rotterdam originated in the idea of integrating a sustainable vision – People, Planet, Party – into a club.

To reduce the club’s carbon footprint, we developed several sustainable club solutions, such as the energy generating Sustainable Dance Floor.

Club WATT was a hit, but the Sustainable Dance Floor exceeded all expectations. From that day on, we started renting The Sustainable Dance Floor to events, festivals, trade fairs and exhibitions worldwide.

We believe consciousness about energy and the impact we all have on it are the main conditions to create a sustainable world. Our goal is to raise awareness on energy production and energy consumption by making it interactive and fun and relating it to human scale.

SUSTAINABLE DANCE FLOOR

The Sustainable Dance Floor uses human movement as a source of energy. This kinetic energy is directly converted into electricity which powers the floor’s LED lights. Through this process the floor interacts with the public and involves them in an interactive energy experience.

The generated electricity can be used to power one of our Energy Plugins, like our digital energy meter, photo application or LED battery. Another possibility is to power your own customized brand experience.
BOOST YOUR BRAND EXPERIENCE

Do you want to add a sustainable program to your event? Our Sustainable Dance Floor (and additional products) can be easily integrated into any event with a big audience, whether it’s a marathon, eco festival or dance event. Energy Floors is more than willing to help you find the perfect solution for your particular event. We bring the equipment, you bring the audience: it’s easy as that!

SUSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR EVENT

To make sure we have a sustainable solution for events both big AND small we have some custom products that will spice up any event:

DANCING PHOTOBOOTH

Our Human Powered Photo Booth is a low cost, maximum impact energy solution for every party or event. In this innovative photo booth you need to dance or jump to generate the necessary energy to activate the camera.

ENERGY BATTLE

The Energy Battle is one of our most energetic games and is played on the Sustainable Dance Floor. We divide the floor into 2 playing fields and the two teams battle it out! Who provides the most energy with their dance moves?

CURIOS ABOUT OUR CONTAINER CLUB?
WE ARE HAPPY TO HELP, JUST GIVE US A CALL OR MAIL:

+31 10 276 22 13

sales@energy-floors.com

ENERGY FLOORS

energy-floors.com